
Ten days or so ahead of the first presidential debate, political advertisers are planning to
grab millions of viewers’ eyes—but with a difference. The candidate showdowns have no
television commercials, so the focus will be online.

“People are social animals, and even those of us who think we are unique and special, we
want to know what our friends are talking about and where the conversation is going,”
said Martha Patzer, who served as deputy email director in the 2012 Obama campaign.
“Social media can serve as a curator of that content.”

To rise above the millions of tweets and posts expected about the debate, campaigns,
super PACs and advocacy groups will pay for premium spots in online news feeds or
search results, with the expectation that debate viewers will be checking their phones or
laptops while watching TV.

The first 90-minute debate between Republican Donald Trump and Democrat Hillary
Clinton is on Sept. 26, and Jenna Golden, head of political advertising sales at Twitter,
says her team of 10 people—five who work with Republican groups  and five who work
with Democratic ones—is consulting with clients to plan strategy. Her team has met
with clients in New York, Atlanta, San Antonio and San Francisco.

More than 67 million viewers watched the first debate in 2012 between President Barack
Obama and Republican nominee Mitt Romney. In that debate, Twitter users
overwhelmingly decided the Republican nominee was the winner.

Zac Moffatt who served as the Romney campaign’s digital director said the group
prepared for weeks before the debate to be able to respond quickly, creating a 280-page
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book that “had a response for everything,” including approved text for social media,
graphics and links.

“You have a finite opportunity to execute and if you’re not prepared, you can’ do that,”
he said.

Mr. Moffatt is the co-founder of Targeted Victory, a firm that works with GOP
lawmakers, campaigns, and advocacy groups.

Digital ads are priced in an auction-style format. Advertisers target the demographic
they want to reach on the basis of categories such as age, gender and location. One
category, for instance, could be male Republicans in southern Ohio. The more
advertisers who want to reach that group at the same time, the more expensive the ad
becomes.

A social-media ad can cost as little as a few dollars. But to break through the noise
expected on debate night—10 million tweets were sent during the first debate in 2012—
Ms. Golden said that her team is “definitely encouraging advertisers to spend upwards
of six figures” on Twitter ads. Her team works with clients on maximizing that money.

“A four-figure budget could get eaten in a matter of minutes,” Mr. Moffat said. “There
will be people who come in with six figures who are trying to drive a message.”

For this election cycle, Facebook and Twitter have released new ad types that put
messages online quickly to assist in rapid response.

Facebook offers “the precision of direct mail at the scale of traditional advertising,” said
Annie Lewis, who leads the team at the social network that sells ads to GOP campaigns
and advocacy groups.

Both the Clinton and Trump campaigns utilized such ads in the primary race. Beyond
the campaigns, special-interest groups plan to reach out to audiences at a time when
their attention is usually elsewhere.

Abortion-rights group NARAL Pro-Choice America plans to use targeted digital ads as
rapid response and to counteract other ads.

“We fully expect that the anti-choice movement will be actively engaged during the
debate” to back up Mr. Trump, said spokeswoman Kaylie Hanson Long. “We’ll be ready
to push back on their and their candidate’s extreme positions and inevitable sexist
rhetoric.”

Secure America Now, a nonpartisan 501(c)(4), will be setting up a “war room” for fast
response during the debate. The group is planning to run ads attacking Mrs. Clinton on
foreign policy, said Vincent Harris, founder of Harris Media, of which Secure America
Now is a client and the debates provide a unique time for when people are caring about
politics

“Voters are busy,” Mr. Harris said. “Most times they’d prefer to watch sports or Caitlyn
Jenner’s reality show, but during debates the eyes of the country focus on politics, and
during that time minds can be swayed.”

Write to Natalie Andrews at Natalie.Andrews@wsj.com
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